
VENETIC CONSONANT-STEM DATIVE 
SINGULARS IN -I?

§ 1. Venetie funerary inscriptions generally conform to one of three basic 
morphosyntactic structures* 1. These funerary formulae, together with exempla, are 
set out in (1) in descending order of statistical frequency2:

Abbreviations:

DAG Wh a t mo u g h  1970
MLH K Un t e r ma n n  1997, pp. 349-722
MLV Le je u n e  1974
RIG G Le je u n e 1985
RIG L Le je u n e  1988, pp. 55-194
S So l in a s  1995

1 Venetie funerary formulae are discussed by Le je u n e 1974, pp. 70-72; Pr o s d o c imi 1988, pp.
296- 297; and Ma r in e t t i 1992, pp. 130-131.

2 We employ the following epigraphic symbols: Round brackets ( ) indicate characters omitted 
by the engraver; curly brackets { } indicate characters erroneously incised by the engraver; square 
brackets indicate characters which have been restored or which can no longer be read; the under-
dot . indicates characters that are damaged and/or are no longer clearly legible; the pipe I indicates a 
line break.

3 Venetie lexical items appearing in this position are .e.kupetari.s. (variously spelled), aklo.n., 
and veso.s.. For discussion, see Le je u n e 1974, pp. 85-86, 100, 101, and 120; Pr o s d o c imi 1988, pp.
297- 299; Ma r in e t t i-Pr o s d o c imi 1994, pp. 184-186; Un t e r ma n n  1961, pp. 112; and Un t e r ma n n  1980, 
pp. 304-305.

4 Many of the texts discovered since the publication of Pellegrini and Prosdocimi’s corpus, pre-
fixed with an asterisk *, can be found in Pr o s d o c imi 1988.

(1) a. ± .e.go (n o m) ± type of funerary monument (n o m) 3 + name(s) of the de-
ceased (d a t ):

i. pupone.i. e.go rakol.i. e.kupetari.s. (LVPa 1 =MLV 130)
ii. vhugio.i. u.lposediio.i. I e.petari.s. (LV *Pa 204 =MLV 135)

iii. va.n.te.i. vho.u.go.n.tio.i. .e.go (LVEs 19 = MLV 80)
iv. lemeto.i. u.r.kleiio.i. (LVEs 81 =MLV 82)

b. Name(s) of deceased (n o m):
i. .u.ko .e..n.non.s. (LVEs 91 =MLV 92)

ii. leso krum[elo]n:s. (LVEs 92 =MLV 93)
iii. ho.s.tihavo.s. to.u.peio (LVPa 7 =MLV 137)
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c. Name of the curator of burial (n o m) + name(s) of the deceased (d a t ):
i. va.n.t.s. .a.vhro.i. (LVEs 77 - MLV 78)

ii. mo.l.do na.i.so.i. (LV Es 78 = MLV 79)

§ 2. Four Venetie funerary inscriptions, cited in (2), appear to deviate in an 
important respect from the structures in (1). These inscriptions distinguish them-
selves from the type in (la) by containing masculine onomastic forms terminating 
in what is ostensibly a case-form in -i, a desinence that can not, at least as things 
now stand in the description of Venetie grammar, be analysed as a dative singular.

(2) a. vo.l.tigeni .a..n.detiia.i.io.i. .e.kupetari.s. vhrema.i..s.to.i.{kv}5 e vo.l.tige-

5 These characters, clearly legible on the stone, were orthographically metathesised by the en-
graver.

6 A third possibility, viz., that the forms in -i are monophthongised from inherited consonant-
stem dat. sg. *-ei, is untenable, for the diphthongs inherited from proto-Indo-European «sont demeu-
rées stables tout au long de la tradition écrite» in Venetie (Le je u n e  1974, p. 109).

7 We presume that Untermann would argue that vo.l.tigeni, a form attested on an inscription 
discovered and published subsequent to his own publications, must also be interpreted as an error for 
a dat. sg. voltigen(e.)i(.), a form attested in LVEs 1 =MLV56.

8 Un t e r ma n n  1980, p. 311 asserts that the inscription in (2d) is of no value for determining ei-
ther the syntactic function of the forms in -i or the morphosyntactic structure of the inscriptions in 
(2), since the stone on which it is engraved is seriously damaged and the text is fragmentary.

ne.i.io.i. (LV *Pa 28)
b. [Je.go .u.r.kli .e.geltoriio.i. a.kutiio.i. (LVEs 5 =MLV 60)
C. ENONI · ONTEI · APPIOI ■ SSELBOISSELBOI ■ ANDETICOBOS ECVPETARIS (LV Bl 

1 = MLV 236)
d. [iuva.]n[.Jti [vhjrema.i.s.lti .a.sklolia.i. ie[ (so LVEs 10)

[.e.go .o.]n[.]ti [vhjrema.i.s.lti .a.sklolia.i. ie[.s.tia.i.) (so MLV 65)

The onomastic forms at issue are listed in (3):

(3) a. vo.l.tigeni
b. .u.r.kli
C. ENONI
d. [iuva.]n[.]ti/[.o.]n[.Jti and [vhjrema.i.s.lti

§ 3. Previous scholarship has treated the onomastic forms in (3) in two funda-
mentally different ways6.

Some scholars, most prominently Untermann 1961, pp. 111-115; Untermann, 
VP, pp. 7-8, 11-12; Untermann 1980, pp. 311-313, consider the -i in these forms to 
be errors on the part of the scribe or the engraver for well attested consonant-stem 
datives in -e.i., i.e., we should read vo.l.tigen(e.)i(.), .u.rkl(e.)i(.), and e n o n (e )i, re-
spectively, for (3a)-(3c)7, thus conferring on those texts in (2) the same morphosyn- 
tactic structure as those in (la)8.
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Lejeune 1974, pp. 89, 91, 93, and passim; Lejeune 1989, p. 72, on the other 
hand, has argued that the forms in (3) are best analysed as thematic genitive singu-
lars in -i, a desinence comparable to that found in the thematic declensions of Latin, 
Faliscan, Lepontic, Gaulish, and Ogam Irish’. Under Lejeune’s analysis, the geni-
tive singular forms in the inscriptions in (2) refer to the curator of the burial sites. 
The morphosyntactic structure of such an analysis can be represented as in (4):

(4) ± .e.go ± type of funerary monument (n o m) + curator of the burial site
(g e n ) + name(s) of deceased (d a t )

Some commentators actually endorse both positions, depending on the partic-
ular inscription. Prosdocimi 1988, pp. 307, 248, 291-292, and 247 and Solinas 
1995-96, pp. 158-160, 156-158, 148-152, respectively, understand e n o n i and [iu- 
va.]n[.]ti [vhjrema.i.s.lti to be thematic genitive singulars, but then consider the fi-
nal -i of vo.l.tigeni and .u.r.kli to be errors for dat. sg. -e.i..

§ 4. We are not persuaded that the onomastic forms in (3) are to be interpret-
ed as thematic genitive singulars9 10, nor are we convinced that it is necessary to 
treat these forms, at least those in inscriptions (2a)-(2c), as errors on the part of 
Venetie engravers. We agree with Untermann 1961, pp. 111-115; Untermann, VP, 
pp. 7-8, 11-12; Untermann 1980, pp. 311-313 that these onomastic forms are best 
analysed as possessing dative function, but we argue infra that they may be taken 
at face value, without emendation, as dative singulars in -i. However, before we 
present our case, we return to the inscriptions in (2) and set out our reasons for 
considering the onomastic forms in (3) to be consonant-stem dative singulars, 
rather than thematic genitive singulars.

9 And which underlies the thematic genitive singular forms of the later-attested Goidelic lan-
guages.

10 Ag o s t in ia n i 1995-96 reviews the evidence for a thematic genitive singular in Venetie and con-
cludes that there is not a single, indisputable example of an o- or z'o-stem thematic genitive in -i. For 
similar views on the problematic evidence for a thematic genitive singular in Venetie, see Un t e r ma n n  
1961, pp. 111-115; Un t e r ma n n , VP, pp. 7-8 and 11-12; Un t e r ma n n  1980, pp. 311-313; and Wa l l a c e  
1998, pp. 3-4.

§ 5. In the following paragraphs, we discuss the problems that one encounters 
when the onomastic forms in (3) are analysed as thematic genitive singulars. For 
each inscription, we demonstrate that the difficulties with such an analysis are in-
surmountable, and conclude that the only viable interpretation of these forms is as 
dative singulars.

We commence by discussing a few general objections to the analysis of the 
forms in -i as genitive singulars referring to a curator of the respective burial sites:

Firstly, there are but five securely understood inscriptions in the Venetie cor- 
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pus in which a curator of the burial site is mentioned, and in each inscription the 
name of the curator bears nominative, not genitive, case u;

(5) a. vho.u.go(.n.)ta gra.i.ko.i. ve.s.ke.s (LVEs 76 =MLV 77)
b. va.n.t.s. .a.vhro.i. (LVEs 77 =MLV 78)
c. mo.l.do na.i.so.i. (LV Es 78 = MLV 79)
d. FREMA · .I.VANTINA · ■ KTVLISTOI VESCES (LV Es 104 -MLV 102)
e. FOVGONTAI ■ EGTOREI · FILIA ■ FVGENIA · LAMVSIOI (LV Es 111 = MLV 109)

Secondly, on the basis of the only secure examples, it appears that the funer-
ary inscriptions which name the curator of burial are restricted geographically to 
Este and environs. Consequently, the suggestion that inscriptions mentioning the 
curator of a burial were found at Padova and Belluno, and that the curators’ 
names bear genitive flexion, no less, must give some pause. Thirdly, in inscriptions 
of the ‘iscrizione parlante’ type, such as in (2b), the 1. nom. sg. pron. .e.go is al-
ways construed with dative case forms, never with genitive (Untermann 1961, pp. 
114-115; Untermann 1980, p. 312). Likewise, in inscriptions that mention the 
burial type or the funerary monument, the relevant lexical item - .e.kupetari.s., 
aklo.n., veso.s. - is always in construction with dative case forms, never with geni-
tive. Even before we consider the details of the inscriptions in (2), there is good 
reason to be suspicious of the claim that they possess as part of their morphosyn- 
tactic structure an onomastic phrase inflected for the genitive singular referring to 
the curator of the burial site.

§ 6. (2a) = LV *Pa 28: This is an .e.kupetari.s.-inscription referring to a dou-
ble burial for two males. The onomastic forms of the deceased bear dative case 
and are linked syntactically by the enclitic connective ={kv}e. Under the interpre-
tation of vo.l.tigeni as genitive singular, the inscription bears the morphosyntactic 
structure in (6): *

11 Other possible examples are listed by Le je u n e  1974, p. 71 (funerary abbreviations: b u r  = type 
of burial; CUR = curator of burial; DEC = deceased; ID = idionym; me t  = metronymic; PAT = patronymic):
(a) i. vise.i.io bo.li.knlo.s.] ke vo.l.tiglno.s. mo.l[.dol.n.k|a.i. set(ina.i.) (LVEs 8 = MLV 63)

ii. GAVIS RAVPATNIS MILES POLTNOS OSTINOBOS FRTVI PATER (LV Es 113 = MLV 110bis)
iii. f (r )e ma  · MARTRiCAi (LV Tr 4 = MLV 226)

We regard (i) as uncertain owing to the fragmentary state of the inscription (we provide Le je u n e ’s  
1974, p. 217 reconstruction of the text supra), and (ii) as probably principally Latin in language, de-
spite Le je u n e ’s  1974, p. 235-236 declaration that it is Venetie. If LV, p. 418 and Le je u n e  1974, p. 290 
are correct that MARTRICAI functions as an idionym despite its patronymic morphology, (iii) is another 
example; N.B. however, that it is also possible to analyse this inscription in the following manner:
(b) f (r )e MA(i) MARTRICAI

ID.DEC.DAT.SG PAT.DEC.DAT.SG

“(This is the burial) for F. Μ.”.
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“The .e.kupetari.s.-burial of V., for the son of A. and F. V.”12.

vo.l.tigeni ,a..n.detiia.i.io.i. .e.kupetari.s.
ID.CUR. GEN.SG MET.DEC.DAT.SG BUR.NOM.SG
vhrema.i..s.to.i. ={kv}e vo.l.tigene.i.io.i.
ID.DEC.DAT.SG CONN PAT.DEC.DAT.SG

There are several things that are troubling about the interpretation in (6). 
Since the onomastic phrases referring to the two deceased persons are coordinate 
in structure, we would expect them to have similar constituency; cf. LV *Es 127, 
probably a double burial for two sisters:

(7) .e.go vhrema.i. bo.i.iia.l.na.if.] rebeton[ijia.i. votina.i. .e.petari.s.
“I (am) the .e.kupetari.s.-burial for F. B. (and) R. V.”.

But this can not be the case if vo.l.tigeni is treated as a thematic genitive sin-
gular. Under such an interpretation, the first member of the coordinate phrase 
consists of a single constituent, while the second member is composed of two:

(8) a. .a..n.detiia.i.io.i.
b. vhrema.i..s.to.i. vo.l.tigene.i.io.i.

Even more problematic in this regard is the fact that one name, .a..n.deti- 
ia.i.io.i., in the first part of the onomastic phrase is not an idionym, as we might 
expect, but a metronymic. Reference to an individual solely by means of a 
gononymic is exceedingly rare in Venetie funerary inscriptions u; for males it oc-
curs only once12 13 14, and then in a context in which the idionym can be determined, 
viz., in inscriptions on ceramic bowls deposited as funerary furnishings in tombs 

12 N.B. that this analysis forces one to interpret the compound name Voltigen- as sometimes 
bearing thematic flexion, as in putative gen. sg. vo.l.tigeni, and sometimes r-stem flexion, as in the 
base from which the dative singular patronymic vo.l.tigene.i.io.i. is derived.

13 In four funerary inscriptions a female is referred to solely by means of a gononymic:
(c) i. vhrutana.i. (LVEs 86 = MLV 87)

ii. a.kutna.i. (LV Es 87 = MLV 88)
iii. vho(.u.)go(.n.)tna.i. (LVEs 88 = MLV 89)
iv. vhrema.i..s.tna (LV 95 = MLV 96)

Why this should be the case is unclear to us. A fifth example, in which the idionym can be under-
stood by context, is cited in footnote 15.

14 Un t e r ma n n , VP, pp. 15 and 163 analyses ra.i.teviio.i. (LV Es 1 = MLV 62 in (d)) as a 
patronymic formation in -io- to an otherwise unattested idionymic stem *raiteuo-. However, since the 
stem *raiteuo- is not found elsewhere in Italic onomastica, we can not rule out the possibility of an 
idionymic formation (so Le je u n e  1974, p. 217). This inscription also posesses other problematic fea-
tures, viz., the abbreviation lo.r. and the ciphers XX, for which there is no compelling explanation (as 
per Lejeune).
(d) [Je.go ra.i.teviio.i. I lo.r. XX (LVEs 7 =MLV62)
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in which other funerary furnishings bear the full onomastic phrase13. Cf. (9a) with 
(9b) respectively:

15 Another example, this time referring to a deceased female, is found on two bowls from Este:
(e) i. [.Je.go ne.r.ka.i. trostiia.i.ia.i[.] (LV *Es 128)

ii. .e.go tro.s.tiia.i.ia.i. (LV *Es 129)
16 Cf. Pr o s d o c imi’s 1988, pp. 291-292 analysis and interpretation.

(9) a. pletuvei pannarioi ego (LV*Tr 11 [unedited])
b. pannarioi ego (LV *Tr 12 [unedited])

When one notices, in addition, that the curator of the burial is referred to by 
means of an idionym under this interpretation, it becomes stranger yet that one of 
the deceased would not be referred to by his idionym. Finally, what is most dam-
aging to the analysis of vo.l.tigeni as a thematic genitive singular is that it provides 
no obvious familial connexion between the two deceased, which, in and of itself, is 
unthinkable in the case of a double burial. For these reasons, it makes much bet-
ter sense to treat vo.l.tigeni as a consonant-stem dative singular idionym deter-
mined by the following metronymic .a..n.detiia.i.io.i.. Such a morphosyntactic 
analysis of this inscription provides a straightforward interpretation of the text:

(10) .e.kupetari.s. (n o m) + two-term onomastic NP (d a t ) + connective + two- 
term onomastic NP (d a t )

Under this interpretation the double burial makes excellent sense because it 
houses members of the same family, most likely a father and his son:

(11) vo.l.tigeni .a..n.detiia.i.io.i. .e.kupetari.s.
ID.DEC.DAT.SG MET.DEC.DAT.SG BUR.NOM.SG
vhrema.i..s.to.i. ={kv}e vo.l.tigene.i.io.
ID.DEC.DAT.SG CONN PAT.DEC.DAT.SG

“The .e.kupetari.s.-burial for V. A. and F. V.”.

In our opinion, then, vo.l.tigeni must bear dative singular case flexion, not 
genitive15 16.

§ 7. (2b) -EV Es 5 =MLV 60: This inscription is a funerary text of the ‘is-
crizione parlante’ type, in which the 1. nom. sg. pron. [.]e.go refers to the burial 
or the funerary monument and the dative singular names refer to the deceased. 
Under the interpretation of .u.r.kli as a thematic genitive singular, the text bears 
the morphosyntactic structure in (12):

(12) [Je.go .u.r.kli .e.geltoriio.i. a.kutiio.i.
l.NOM.SG. PRON ID.CUR.GEN.SG PAT.DEC.DAT.SG PAT.DEC.DAT.SG 

“I (am the burial) of U., for the son of E. A.”.
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The analysis of .u.r. kli as a thematic genitive singular leads to a problem simi-
lar to that described in § 6 for (2a). The deceased, .e.geltoriio.i. a.kutiio.i., is re-
ferred to by two patronymic forms, rather than by the customary onomastic 
phrase composed of an idionym plus patronymic(s); and, as with (2a), this situa-
tion is all the more troubling because the curator of the burial, .u.r. kli, is referred 
to by an idionym. The obvious solution, it appears to us, is to treat .u.r.kli as a 
consonant-stem dative singular idionym referring to the deceased determined by 
the following patronymics. This yields a tripartite onomastic phrase referring to 
the deceased, a structure which is attested several times in Atestine funerary and 
votive inscriptions, e.gg.:

(13) a. FOVGONTAI · FVGISONIAI · BRIGDINAI ■ EGO (LV Es 105 = MLV 103)
“I (am the burial) for F. F. B.”.

b. VANTAI I TVANTEIAI · FREMAISTINAI (LV Es 107 = MLV 105)
“(The burial) for V. I. F.”.

c. mego dona.s.to vo.l.tiiomno.s. iiuva.n.lt.s. a.riiuln.s. sa.i.nate.i. re.i.tiia.i. 
(LV Es 25= MLV 10)
“V. I. A. gave me (as an offering) to S. R.”.

We, thus, analyse (2b) as:

(14) [Je.go .u.r.kli .e.geltoriio.i. a.kutiio.i.
l.NOM.SG.PRON. ID.DEC.DAT.SG PAT.DEC.DAT.SG PAT.DEC.DAT.SG

“I (am the burial) for U. E. A.”.

§ 8. (2c) = LV Bl 1 = MLV 236: This is an .e.kupetari.s.-inscription referring 
to a burial of brothers. Under the interpretation of ENONI as genitive singular (so 
Prosdocimi 1988, p. 307 and Solinas 1997, p. 100), the inscription bears the mor- 
phosyntactic structure in (15):

(15) a. ENONI;
PAT.CUR.GEN.SG

ONTEI
ID.DEC.DAT.SG

APPIOI
ID.DEC.DAT.SG

SSELBOISSELBOI;
REFLEX.PRON.DAT. SG

ANDETICOBOS
PAT.DEC.DAT.PL

ECVPETARIS
BUR.NOM.SG

“The .e.kupetari.s.-burial of the son of E. for O., A., and the son of E. 
himself, the sons of A.”.

b. ENONI

PAT.CUR.GEN.SG
ONTEI
ID.DEC.DAT.SG

APPIOI;
ID.DEC.DAT.SG

SSELBOISSELBOI;
REFLEX.PRON.DAT.SG

ANDETICOBOS
PAT.DEC.DAT.PL

ECVPETARIS
BUR.NOM.SG

“The .e.kupetari.s.-burial of the son of E. for O. and A. himself, the sons 
of A.”.

Should one analyse ENONI as a genitive singular form, it can only be a z'o-stem 
derivative built from the anthroponymie base *enon—> enon-io-s> [.]e.n.no[ni.s.]

19
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(LV Pa 13 =MLV 149) > e..n.non.s. (LVEs 91 =MLV 92), not a simple thematic 
stem. It must, therefore, function as a patronymic (so also Untermann 1961, pp. 
113-114; Untermann, VP, pp. 11-12; Untermann 1980, p. 312). It is strange, as with 
(2a) and (2b), that one of the individuals named in the inscription, in this case 
the curator, should be referred to by his patronymic, while, under interpretation 
(b), the deceased are referred to by their idionyms, as well as their patronymic. As 
discussed in § 6, individuals are rarely referred to solely by their patronymic in 
Venetie funerary inscriptions, and, in the only example involving a deceased male 
(see (9) supra), the idionym can be supplied by context. Even stranger is that, un-
der interpretation (a), aside from the problems of interpretation (b), the curator of 
the burial is one of the deceased. The obvious solution here, it appears to us, is to 
treat ENONI as a consonant-stem dative singular idionym referring to one of the de-
ceased in asyndeton with the following two idionyms, referring to his likewise de-
ceased brothers, all three of which are determined by the following patronymic. 
Such an analysis provides us with a straightforward analysis:

(16) ENONI
PAT.CUR. GEN.SG
SSELBOISSELBOIj
REFLEX.PRON.DAT.SG

ONTEI
ID.DEC.DAT.SG
ANDETICOBOS
PAT.DEC.DAT.PL

APPIOIj
ID.DEC.DAT.SG
ECVPETARIS
BUR.NOM.SG

“The .e.kupetari.s.-burial for E., O., and A. himself, the sons of A.”.

§ 9. (2d) — LVEs 10 =MLV65: We concur with Untermann 1980, p. 311 that 
this inscription, because it has sustained serious damage and can not be read in its 
entirety, is of little value in determining whether the onomastic forms in -i are the-
matic genitive singulars. Nevertheless, we believe it is important to note, contra 
Lejeune 1974, p. 219 and Prosdocimi 1988, p. 248, that the most likely morpho-
syntactic structure for this text is two dative singular onomastic phrases in asynde-
ton, not a genitive singular phrase referring to the curator and a dative singular 
phrase referring the deceased, which, as we have demonstrated in §§ 6-8, is with-
out any evidentiary support; cf.:

(17) .e.go vhrema.i. bo.i.iia.l.na.i[.J reDeton [ijia.i. votina.i. .e.petari.s. (LV 
*Es 127)
“I (am) the .e.kupetari.s.-burial for F. B. (and) R. V.”.

We offer a possible analysis here that yields the appropriate morphosyntactic 
structure for a funerary inscription. According to our analysis, the first onomastic 
phrase is masculine and the second is feminine, both bearing the structure idio-
nym + patronymic and most likely referring to a married couple. We might, then, 
adapt Lejeune’s 1974, p. 219 suggested restoration of the text as in (18) and un-
derstand [.o.]n[.]ti as a further example of a consonant-stem dative singular in -i:
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(18) [.e.go .o.]n[.]ti
l.SG.NOM.PRON ID.DEC.DAT.SG
.a.skonia.i. ie[.s.tia.i.)
ID.DEC.DAT.SG PAT.DEC.DAT.SG

[vh]rema.i.s.lti(o.i.)
PAT.DEC.DAT.SG

“I (am the burial) for O. F. (and) A. I.”.

§ 10. We conclude, then, that the names vo.l.tigeni, .u.r.kli, and e n o n i can not 
be interpreted as thematic genitive singulars in -i, but rather that they function as 
datives.

§ 11. As was noted supra in § 3, commentators who do not analyse vo.l.tigeni, 
.u.r.kli, and ENONI as genitive singulars emend them to datives in -(e.)i(.), viz., 
vo.l.tigen(e.)i(.) and .u.r.kl(e.)i(.), and e n o n (e )i. We concede that these forms may, 
indeed, represent lapses on the part of Venetie stonemasons, for there are, to 
be sure, a handful of forms which can only be the result of error17. But there is 
another explanation which can be offered which does not depend on such an 
assumption.

17 E.gg., re.i.tii and lo.g.sii (LVEs 52= MLV 33), which must be for dat. sg. re.i.tiiia.i.) and 
nom. sg. lo.g.sii(a), respectively.

18 It may be possible to add Messapic to the Indo-European languages with dative-locative syn-
cretism described in §§ 12-14. De Simo n e 1988, p. 358 suggests that Messapic r-stem forms such as 
the dative singular theonym qaotori could continue inherited loc. sg. -i, rather than a monoph-

The key here is the »-stem ENONI, which, if taken at face value, continues 
the inherited proto-Indo-European locative singular desinence. We suggest that in 
Venetie the locative singular desinence of consonant-stems was beginning to en-
croach upon the inherited functions of the dative singular, i.e., that a syncretism 
was in progress.

vo.I.tigeni belongs to the paradigm of *vo.l.tigenes, an r-stem whose oblique 
stem was remodelled to -gen- in proto-Venetic thus yielding a pattern nominative 
stem -genes, oblique stem -gen-. Under the explanation we are advancing, it, too, 
would continue a locative singular form in dative function, since oblique -gen- 
+ loc. sg. *-i —> -geni.

It is also possible that .u.rkli continues a locative singular desinence. If the de-
rivative [.u.r.k]le.i.io.[i.] (LVEs 13 =MLV 68)/.u.r.kleiio.i (LVEs 81 =MLV 82), 
which is formed in a manner parallel to other er-stem derivatives, e.g., vo.l.tige-
ni : vo.l.tigene.i.io.i. (LV *Pa 28), is any guide, then .u. rkli, too, probably has a 
paradigm with a nominative stem -es and an oblique stem .u.rkl-. Should this be 
the correct analysis of the stem-type, .u.rkli would continue a locative singular 
form in dative function.

§ 12. Syncretisms of the type we propose in this paper for Venetie are attested 
elsewhere in the Indo-European language family18. In the Celtic language family, 
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we have demonstrated (Eska-Wallace 2001) that beside three examples of inherit-
ed «-stem dative singulars in -ei in Lepontic, viz.:

(19) a. aTilonei (S-12)
b. Piuonei (S-26bls)
c. JKionei (S-1A) 

there exist three examples in which inherited loc. sg. -i has adopted dative fun-
ction, viz.:

(20) a. Kuasoni (S-20)
b. Ijsoni : Pla[ (S-1C)* 19
c. Jni : meTa[l]ui Pal[a] (S-3B)20

thongised form of the inherited dative singular, i.e., -i < *-ei. At this time, however, there is insuffi-
cient evidence bearing on the development of proto-Indo-European *ei in Messapic.

19 Solinas reads the latter form as >la[.
20 Ris c h  1989, p. 1581 notes that «all’inizio c’è un nome, del quale però è chiaro solo il finale... 

ni. Forse il lapicida voleva scrivere -nei (dativo d’un tema in -«-) e poi ha tentato di correggere l’errore».
21 N.B. that there is space to restore only one character on the stone. That this form is dative 

singular is guaranteed by the following dative singular patronymic, ουερετοµαρε[ο]υι.
22 This dative singular form could possibly also be read as b r ig in d o n i. St ü b e r  1998, p. 14s is 

wrong to think that the more likely reading with final -Ç requires us to analyse it as an z’-stem dat. sg. 
-ë < *-ei «— *-eiei\ the dat.-instr. pls. s v io r e b e (RIG L-6) and gandobe (Lezoux) beside g o b e d b i (RIG 
L-13) and eiabi (Larzac lb9) < *-bhis demonstrate that final -i could be lowered to -e.

23 It is possible that this form is a thematicised genitive singular in -Γ.
24 Vil l a r  1991 suggests that the Hispano-Celtic consonant-stems e n io r o s e i (2x ) and t ia t v n e i

and the thematic-stem EQVEISVi in the late-attested large inscription from Pefialba de Villastar (MLH 
K.3.3) represent a syncretism in the opposite direction, i.e., that the dative singular desinences have 
adopted locative function. We are unpersuaded by his argument, and prefer to understand these in-

In later-attested Transalpine Gaulish, the syncretism which was in fieri in Le-
pontic has run its course, with the result that all attested consonant-stem dative 
singulars continue inherited loc. sg. -i, viz.:

(21) a. αδγεννοριγ[ι]21 (RIG G-147)
b. ατεµαγουτι (RIG G-122)
c. bilicedoni (DAG 134: Remark)
d. BRIGINDONE22 23 (RIG L-9)
e. EPABATEXTOIRICI (RIG L-6)
f. µαγουρειγι25 (RIG G-122)
g. uixuuioni (DAG 185)

Such a syncretism probably also underlies the dative singular flexion of con- 
sonant-stems in Old Irish (cf. Thurneysen 1946, p. 200)24.
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§ 13. In the Greek branch, inherited loc. sg. -i assumed dative function in the 
consonant-stem flexion and, by the beginning of the alphabetic period (8C b c e ) * 23 * 25, 
supplanted the inherited dative singular -ei (cf. Rix 1976, p. 154 and Sihler 1995, 
pp. 284-285)26:

herited dative singular desinences as continuing their dative function in this inscription (cf. KÖDDER-
ITZSCH 1985 and 1996).

23 In Mycenean, the oldest attested dialect in the Greek branch (ca. 14-12C BCE), there is evi-
dence for dative-locative syncretism. In most Mycenean texts, the dative singular of consonant-stems 
continues the inherited desinence -ei (spelled -e), as in (e):
(e) i. po-me-ne = /pojmenej/ “shepherd”

ii. ma-te-re = /ma:trej/ “mother”
ii. ka-ru-ke = /ka:rukej/ “herald”

but in r-stems, and in the texts of a few Mycenean scribes, the dative singular continues only the in-
herited loc. sg. -i, e.gg.:

(b) i. we-te-i = /weteï/ “year” < *wetesi
ii. ka-ke-i = /khalkewi/ “smith”

26 The inherited dative case form -et survives in the paradigm of Ζευς, in the rarely-attested 
form (Corinthian) Διεί, and in the combinatory form Διει-, which appears as the first member of a 
few compounds, e.gg., Attic Διειτρέφης, Cyprian ΔιΛείθεµις, ΔιΑείφιλος; cf. Homeric διίφιλος “dear to 
Zeus” = /dii : philos/.

27 In the z'-stem and zz-stem paradigms, the inherited locative singular desinences also assumed 
dative function and replaced the inherited dative singular desinence (Ba mme s b e r g e r  1990, pp. 126, 153).

(22) a. Att.-Ion. ποιµένι “shepherd”
b. Att.-Ion. µητρί “mother”
c. Att.-Ion. κήρυκι “herald”

§ 14. A dative-locative syncretism similar to that posited for Celtic and Greek 
must also be posited for the languages of the Germanic branch. In the consonant-
stem flexion in proto-Germanic, inherited locative singular *-i took on dative func-
tion and ultimately replaced inherited dat. sg. *-e{ (cf. Bammesberger 1990, pp. 
168, 193)27. The Gothic forms in (23), all of which reflect the loss of a proto-Ger-
manic short vowel in word-final position, derive from preforms ending in inherit-
ed locative singular -i.

(23) a. Goth, hanin “rooster” < "haneni
b. Goth, burg “city” < *burgi
c. Goth, brofir “brother” < *bm]m

§ 15. We have argued that the Venetie onomastic forms terminating in -i can 
not be analysed as thematic genitive singulars referring to a curator of burial sites. 
These forms are best taken at face value and analysed as dative singulars in -i con-
tinuing the inherited locative singular desinence. In Venetie, dative-locative syn-
cretism was in fieri·, the locative singular desinence was encroaching upon the func- 
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tions of inherited dative singular -ei. Case syncretism of the type envisioned here 
for Venetie has solid parallels in the Celtic, Greek, and Germanic branches of In-
do-European, in which the inherited locative singular desinence assumed dative 
function and eventually replaced the inherited dative desinence as the sole expo-
nent for the syncretistic category28.

28 For general discussion of syncretism in Indo-European languages, see Me is e r  1992.

Jo s e ph  F. Es k a -Re x  E. Wa l l a c e
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